Planning report for thesis at IDA

Author
[Author’s name and education programme.]

Preliminary title
[The title shall give a good view of the work. It may be altered until the announcement of final presentation.]

Problem description
[The problem description shall be detailed and include a background and a motivation to why it is important. Expected results shall also be described. The problem description shall be grounded in the literature base and the state-of-practice of the provider of the thesis (company, research group). Plan for adjustment of the problem description along with the progress of the literature studies and pre-study of the provider.]

Approach
[The approach is a preliminary description of how the problem will be solved. This section shall also include a description of a method to evaluate that the problem is solved in a satisfactory way.]

Literature base
[The literature base describes the planned literature study and gives examples of different directions of a good theoretical grounding of the work.]

Time plan
[The time plan describes the activities and milestones of the work with the resolution of a week. Dates for planned final seminar are included. For degree projects on advanced level (e.g. Master level) dates for half-time checkpoint are also included. For these degree projects the expected results for the half-time checkpoint are also explicitly described. This plan is updated in cooperation with the tutor.]